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This poster presents an analysis of the experimental result from a previous study using tonal consonance
as a factor. The result shows that there is a direct correlation between annoyance perception and
quantified consonance values and that perceptual annoyance, for the given manner of stimulus
presentation, increases as a stimulus becomes more consonant at a given loudness level.

Perceptual Experiment

Quantified Total Consonance
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Annoyance Result
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Correlations

Peak Detection: peak ≡ the biggest magnitude
among neighbouring 5 frequency lines
Masking Analysis: MPEG Psychoacoustic Model 2
Loudness Contour: ISO226
Critical Band Analysis: Moore & Glasberg (1983)
Dissonance Calculation:

QTC: C = 1 - D
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Table 1. QTC Values of the stimuli

Figure 1. Spectrum of six types of stimuli at 50 dB SPL Figure 2. Total sum of annoyance matrices of all subjects

Figure 3. QTC calculation procedure

 Strong relationship between loudness
level and annoyance.

 In general, the wider the bandwidth is,
the more annoying the stimulus is.

 In general, broadband stimuli are more
susceptible to loudness level changes.
 BTC is an exception: it was already
very annoying at 50 dB SPL.

 No apparent connection between
annoyance perception and age, gender,
the length of musical training, etc.

Figure 4. QTC values of stimuli

Table 2. QTC & loudness levels per stimulus type

Table 3. QTC & annoyance order per loudness levels

Conclusion
 Consistent relationship is observed

between QTC values and annoyance order
[TS NBN NTC PN BBN BTC].

 QTC values are moderately correlated with
loudness levels for all stimuli types by the
same magnitude.

 QTC values and annoyance order show the
same degree of correlation regardless of
the loudness level.

Future Works
 Revisit previous studies (Plomp & Levelt)
 Does/Can noise have consonance?
 Why is BTC more annoying than other

stimuli?

QTC Values per Stimulus


